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Eye on 65 is your resource for the latest thinking, trends and people shaping the future of retiree
healthcare benefits.  

New Podcast Episode
 
In the newest episode of our Eye on 65 podcast,
we break down the HELPS law to inform plan
sponsors on what public safety retirees need to
know. 
 
Listen now >

What We Do
 
At Via Benefits, we work hard to exceed retiree
expectations through our white-glove customer care
and advocacy services.  
 
Watch the video >

Coverage Checkup helps retiree savings! 
 
Retirees using Via Benefits’ Coverage Checkup to
compare Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug
(MAPD) and Part D prescription drug prices saw an
average recommended savings of $1,450 last year. 
 
Learn how retirees can save >

Medication Safety
 
Managing medications can be complicated,
especially if you take multiple drugs to treat
different conditions. Learning about proper
medication safety can help reduce and prevent
harm to yourself and your loved ones. 
 
Safety tips >

New LinkedIn Look 
 
WTW Benefits, Delivery and Administration is now
Via Benefits by WTW on LinkedIn. If you’re
already following us, look for our updated name
and imagery that better reflect the brand. For
continued benefits outsourcing content, follow
WTW Health, Wealth & Career. 
 
Follow Via Benefits by WTW >

At WTW (NASDAQ: WTW), we provide data-driven, insight-led solutions in the areas of people, risk and capital. Leveraging the
global view and local expertise of our colleagues serving 140 countries and markets, we help you sharpen your strategy,
enhance organizational resilience, motivate your workforce and maximize performance. 
 
Working shoulder to shoulder with you, we uncover opportunities for sustainable success—and provide perspective that moves
you.  
 

Follow us on social media

Company Address: 
800 North Glebe Road | Arlington, VA 22203 USA
 
Unsubscribe | Update Subscriptions | Contact Us | Privacy Policy
 
To unsubscribe from all future WTW emails, please send an email to: unsubscribe@willistowerswatson.com.
Should you unsubscribe from all emails, you will continue to receive communications relevant to any services you receive from
us.
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